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Company Profile
Scope
The aim of this policy is identify NQ Excavator Hire’s capabilities and industry expertise, this company has
been working in the civil and mining industry for a number of years now. We have helped complete various
projects in the mining sector from the new Peak Downs Highway access into Caval Ridge Coal Mine, Thiess
Lake Vermont Coal Mine expansion to the Norwick Park Coal Mine to Sarji Coal Mine drag line walk. Also
completing many various civil projects from shopping centres to basement excavations.

Capabilities
Our Director ( David Vass ) has been directly involved in all our major projects, as a Trainer Assessor or
Supervisor to a fill in Operator when we need extra experience and know how on the job at busy stages.
We have a team of very capable final trim operators and expertise labours, we have completed jobs such as
concrete cause ways and head walls to main road specifications to concrete causeways across new haul
roads at the Lake Vermont Coal Mine with our team of carpenters and concreters.
We have extensive knowledge of road works and civil earthworks, with a fleet of new mine compliant
equipment we have the machinery to complete any project.

Risk Management
With our Director ( David Vass ) leading the way in safety he prides himself in our zero lost time records and no
LTI’s, with his various competencies in Risk Management he has a firm belief in walking the talk so to speak.
David has a Cert IV in Work Health and Safety and RIIIS402A Carry out the Risk Management Processes. As
well as having a Cert IV in Trainer & Assessing to guide new and help experienced operators in new or existing
roles. All of our operators are put through challenge tests as part of their induction process to determine a level
of competency and skill.
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Traineeships/ Apprentices
At NQ Excavator Hire we like to give everyone an opportunity and by doing this we believe it brings the best
out of employees by showing workers we have trust and belief in them. We have several apprentices at this
moment completing their Certificate III Civil Construction Plant Operations, Certificate III in road construction,
Certificate III in concreting as well as training our experienced operators into supervisory positions with a
Certificate IV in Civil Supervisor.

Industry Expertise and Innovative Equipment
At NQ Excavator Hire we are continually investing in new and exciting equipment to help reduce costs to our
clients and put us in front of our competitors. We have recently invested in a new rock breaking attachment for
our fleet of 30 tonne excavators, it is called a vibrating ripper and works on the vibration concepts and is up to
4 times more efficient than a standard rock breaker, and greatly reducing noise.
With this noise reduction we are able to work in better noise restricted areas to assist our clients reach their
targets and be more environmentally friendly. As well we have invested in a drum cutter which trenches
through solid rock and leaves a clean finished trench and also greatly reduces noise.
We have other various equipment to help reduce client costs and increase safety on site, some include
magnetic laser receivers which attach magnetically to the boom of the excavator and we have dual grade
lasers so we are able to trench to various grades unassisted to remove labor from the danger zones of
operation and reduce clients costs. These devices are also able to attach to the laser boom on our graders so
we are able to construct various graded pads form drawings or designs.
We also have GPS sytems on various size excavators and GPS and UTS guidance systems for our graders for
our road construction.

Plant and Equipment
All of our machinery is mine compliant and are serviced to manufactures specifications by Hasting Deerings
experienced diesel fitters. We have pride in our equipment and ensure they are kept in excellent condition to
ensure productivity for our clients. All of our machinery have safety manuals, pre start check manuals and our
daily time sheets have a daily check list that is completed before each operation of a shift change.

Signed Managering Director
David Vass
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